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MATHAN EXPLORATIONS INCORPORATED 

BENOIT TOWNSHIP PROPERTY
l"

PROTON MAGNETOMETER AND RONKA EM16 SURVEYS

INTRODUCTION

Mathan Explorations Inc. controls 8 contiguous 

mining claims located in Benoit Township, Larder Lake 

Mining Division, Ontario. A gold occurrence located in 

the eastern part of the property was explored many years 

ago by a vortical shaft and lateral work on 4 levels. 

This work outlined both low grade and high grade areas 

occurring ,in a mineralized flow top breccia which occurs 

on the west side of a north trending diabase dike some 30 

feet wide. In November of 1972 the property was surveyed 

magnetically and electromagnetically on lines 400 feet 

apart. In the spring of 197^ the survey results were 

checked by a drill program of 8 holes totalling 2,566 

linear feet. None of the geophysical targets responded

favourably but in the vicinity of the shaft interesting
T2-/ 

gold values (O.l^^ounces of gold across 2.5 feet) were

intersected. Control for diamond drilling the extensions 

of the gold zone was provided by the '400 foot survey lines, 

which had been turned and cut from a base line lying some
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2000 to 3000 feet west of the gold occurrence and its strike 

extensions. Obviously this degree of control was insufficient 

for detailed drilljng on the gold occurrence. Therefore a 

detailed grid system with lines 100 feet apart plus a proton 

magnetometer survey to outline the diabase dike was recommended.

AND INTERPRETATION

The line cutting and geophysical survey was done by 

Joseph Kakish of Mid-North Engineering Services Ltd. Appro 

ximately 3^ miles of line were cut and surveyed by a Ronka 

EM]. 6 and by a Geometrics Proton Magnetometer Model G8l6, a 

total field instrument. Readings were taken at 50 foot 

intervals along the picket lines. The survey results were 

plotted and Interpreted by the writer.

At the time of the recommendations for this detailed 

survey no electromagnetic results were expected and no 

electromagnetic survey was recommended. A Ronka EM16 survey 

was done at no cost to the Company merely to confirm the 

writer's opinion that such a survey would produce no results. 

The survey results are plotted on the accompanying electro 

magnetic plan and there is no indication of any significant 

conductor .

Manet 3 c

Two readings were taken at each station; a lower reading
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at an elevation of 8 feet above ground level and an upper 

reading at an elevation of 12 feet above ground level. 

Elevation accuracy was maintained using an 8 foot staff. 

The readings were corrected for diurnal variations and 

the 8 foot readings were plotted as a total field plan. 

Prom the upper and lower readings the Magnetic Gradient 

was calculated and the results plotted as a Gradient Plan.

The survey area was restricted by the White Clay
-P d

River which j s not portable at most locations, and by

magnetic contamination due to the power and railroad lines 

and the remains of the old buildings. Nevertheless the 

main dike was cloarly outlined and a second dike some 200 

to 300 feet to the east was also outlined.

The results show that hole M?4~2 and M74-8 could 

not possibly have cut the favourable ground and therefore 

were of no value in exploring the extensions of the known 

gold occurrence.

Hole M74-1 appears to have stopped short of the 

favourable ground. As no dike IB recorded in the drill 

log one may safely assume that this hole was of negligible 

value in assessing the zone.

Holes M74-3, M74-6, and M74-7 did cut the favourable 

zone. M74-3 cut 2.5 feet grading 0.324 ounces of gold per 

ton. Holes M74-6 and M74-7 cut very low gold values.

The survey indicates that the Main Dike is cut off 

by two cross faults; the North Fault lying between lines 

5N and 6N and the South Fault lying between lines 7S and 8S.



North of the North Fault the Main Dike disappears 

from the survey area and the fault movement must therefore 

be "north side wept." and the Main Dike extension must lie 

under the beaver pond or further west and is unreachable 

until Ice conditions permit.

The South Fault appears to have similar movement and 

the Main Dike is located on lines 8S to 10S inclusive. Drill 

hole M7^-8 cuts this area but one cannot be certain on which 

side of the cross fault the drill hole Iles.

The survey has clearly outlined the Main Dike for a

length of slightly over 1^00 feet and the favourable horizon
ivfs-f 

lying on the n&tU* s ide of this dike. In the 1930's, the

engineers reported that between the underground workings 

and intermittent surface trenching gold was known to occur 

intermittently over a strike length of about 1000 feet. 

Only 3 drill holes covering a strike length of 350 feet 

have, with certainty, probed this horizon. Of these, one 

returned significant values and the other two very low values 

in gold.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Of 6 drill holes initially located to probe the 
extension of the known gold occurrence only 3 
successfully reach the target areas. Therefore the 
3 holes that failed should be repeated.

2. I r ecommend that 3 drill holes be drilled to probe
the extension of known gold zones. The holes should 
be located on lines 2N, 2S , and 6S. This would 
require approximately 1100 feet of drilling and 
would cost between ^12,000. and |l3,500.



3. Both the old engineering reports and the results of 
the spring drill program state unequivocally that 
the material containing the gold values is extremely 
difficult to recognize. Therefore virtually all of 
the drill core should be sampled and this will, of 
course, increase the overall cost of the program.

My report is respectfully submitted.

WillowdaDe, Ontario. H. Grant Harper, P.C.A.C., P.Eng. 
September 13, 197'-!- Consulting Engineer,

Exploration Geologist.
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January 21, 1975.

Officers and Directors,
Mathan Explorations lnc. }
Suite 500,
65 ^ueen St., West,
Toronto.

re: Second drill program - Benoi t,T
Gentlemen,

Mathan Explorations Inc. has completed a second drill program of 3 holes totalling 1053 linear feet on its Benoit Township optioned property. This report summarizes the results.

First, a brief summary of the exploration history of the property. Gold was discovered on an outcrop near the :Afhite Clay River many years ago and a prospect shaft was sunk and 4 levels established. A small body of gold bearing material was outlined and a pilot mill on the property processed a few tons of this material. In 1972 magnetic and electromagnetic surveys outlined several conductors and a line of increased magnetism which seemed to correlate with the diorite dike with which the eold values are assoc iated in the mine workings. Since the known eold occurrence and its strike expansions had never been drilled, theexploration bet was attractive. At 
Company took over the property.

this point, the present

Mathan's first drill program involved 8 holes totalling 2566 linear feet. Two of the holes tested electromagnetic conductors and 6 holes tested the known gold structure, favourable results were encountered only in hole M74-3 which intersected 2.5 feet of core which averaged 0.324 ounces of gold per ton.



The results of the first drill program demonstrated that the original magnetic survey on lines 400 feet apart with stations at 100 feet was not a dependable indicator of the diorite dike, Therefore a detailed Proton Magnetometer survey was done on lines 300 feet apart with stations at 50 foot intervals. This survey clearly located the diorite dike and the present drill program of 3 holes totalling 1053 linear feet was completed. Its purpose was to test further the strike extension of the Rold occurrence. No favourable intersections were encountered - the best section be in P; 2.0 feet of core which assayed 0 0 025 ounces of gold per ton.

CON CI, U S l ON S RECGMM EN D A Tl ON S

1. iJiamond drilling has failed to enhance the valueof the known gold occurrence and therefore further drilling of this zone is not recommended.

2. Two of the 4 electromagnetic conductors on the property have been drill, tested without signif icant results.

3. The Company's option on the property is in goodstanding for approximately one year and since other groups are actively exploring in the area, it is recommended that the Company review its exploration data early in 1976 in the light of new exploration data that may have become public,

Respectfully subnn tted,
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Magnetometer Survey

Geometrics Proton Magnetometer Model G816
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Geometrics Proton Magnetometer Model G 816

Gradient Plot
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